The development of intelligent transportation systems raises many requirements to the current vehicular networks. For instance, to ensure secure communications between vehicles, low latency, high connectivity and high data rate are required for vehicular networks. To meet such requirements, the 5G communication systems for vehicular networks should be improved accordingly. This article proposes a communication scheme for 5G vehicular networks, in which moving access points are deployed on vehicles to facilitate the access of vehicle users. Moreover, the adjacent vehicle-installed moving access points may cooperatively communicate with the vehicle users by joint transmissions and receptions.
acting as road-side units (RSUs) to provide access services for the vehicle users [4] . On the other side, in MANET-based architectures, vehicle users communicate with each other in a point-to-point manner. Because of the ad-hoc nature of the MANETs, it is crucial to perform routing and resource allocation, for which many technologies and solutions have been proposed.
One of the promising approaches is to implement a locally centralized routing and resource allocation scheme based on software defined mobile cloudlets [5] . In the future 5G networks, it is possible to use both infrastructure-based and point-to-point-based communication modes. We can combine the traditional cellular access technology and device-to-device (D2D) technology to construct the future VNETs. It becomes imperative for the studies using these technologies to provide cost-effective, easily-implementable schemes for the new generation of VNETs. The schemes should satisfy the demands for low latency, high connectivity and a large amount of data on the basis of vehicular secure communications. Moreover, the crucial issue on how to efficiently connect VNETs to current and future mobile communication systems remains an open problem.
higher access QoS than fixed cells along the road, because the frequent handovers are avoided.
The performances of these moving AP based schemes greatly depend on the performance of backhaul links between the moving APs and the core network, which is investigated in [9] .
The second scenario related to moving relays or moving APs is about relays or APs installed on vehicles. In this scenario, users on other vehicles or even pedestrians connect to the core network through the moving relays or APs [10] . Because of the relative movements between the relays or APs and the users, the communications also suffer from unavoidable handovers.
Moreover, like the first scenario, the second scenario also faces the issues of the performance limited by the backhaul links between moving relays or APs and the core network. In fact, even in fixed BS based 5G communication networks with mobile users, handover-related issues are critical factors of the system performance.
To overcome handover-related performance issues in 5G networks, some researchers present solutions using cooperative communications between BSs or APs. Our previous work presents a cell-less communication architecture based on cooperative communications [11] . Different from the conventional cellular architecture, a user does not associate to a single BS or AP.
Instead, it may communicate with cooperative BSs or APs by coordinated multipoint (CoMP) transmissions and receptions. The software defined networking controller is deployed to schedule the traffic and allocate the resource globally. In this way, the cell-less scheme improves the connectivity and reduces the latency caused by handovers. For both cooperative moving relay and moving AP schemes, how to implement the cooperative communications among moving relays or APs, and how to select some of them to cooperate are crucial issues in the cooperativecommunication-based VNET. [12] proposes a cooperative communication relaying scheme. In this scheme, abundant vehicles in urban area cooperatively act as relays to provide pedestrians access services. The authors use signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) based relay selection method in the cooperative communications and analyze the performance. However, considering the critical requirements of communication latency and connectivity in VNETs, it is still a significant issue on how the cooperative vehicle-installed APs provide access for other vehicle users on the road.
In this article, accounting for the frequent handover and outage issues caused by the highspeed movement of vehicles, we discuss the 5G-communication-based VNET access technology and applications. We propose a moving-AP-based 5G cell-less VNET scheme, in which, three simple yet workable strategies are given for selecting vehicles as the cooperative moving APs to construct a 5G cell-less moving access network. In simulation results, we present and compare the performance on the connectivity and latency of various moving AP selection strategies for an illustrative scenario.
II. FROM FIXED CELLULAR COMMUNICATIONS TO MOVING-AP-BASED CELL-LESS COMMUNICATIONS
Currently, one of the important roles of VNETs is to transmit various kinds of traffic security information, such as the vehicular status, nearby vehicular type, vehicular moving and traffic disaster. When transmitting the messages carrying such information, the latency is a very critical factor, and delay or loss of the messages will cause severe damages potentially as well. Therefore stringent latency and connectivity requirements are indispensable in 5G VNETs. In such scenarios, using traditional cellular networks with D2D communication to support VNETs may lead to some issues including frequent handovers, high latency, poor connectivity, and unbalanced load.
Among these issues, latency issue is a particularly critical one for VNETs, and the handover issue and connectivity issue can also lead to increase the latency. Moreover, at the intermediate relays in the communication path of a D2D multi-hop relay communication system, it takes non-negligible time to receive, process, and transmit data. Thus the more hops there are in the communication path, the larger latency in VNETs will be resulted in [13] .
There will be a significant challenge to overcome latency issue caused by the mobility of the vehicles if 5G technologies are directly applied in VNETs. To solve this problem, as shown in Figure 1 , we propose a scheme to deploy vehicle-installed moving APs on some selected vehicles.
Some of them can be vehicles on which APs are deployed beforehand, while others may be vehicles with the vehicle-installed transceivers which can increase their transmission powers and reception sensitivity by some methods. For example, millimeter wave transmission may be a key technology in the future 5G networks, which reduces a single antenna to a millimeter size due to its very short wavelength, and makes it possible to deploy a massive multi-input multioutput (MIMO) transceiver on a vehicle. Considering parts of the antennas of massive-MIMO work when the vehicle acts a regular vehicle user, we can activate more backup antennas of the massive-MIMO system if necessary, so that the vehicle can serve as a moving AP as well. by joint transmission and reception to provide vehicle users access services. In this way, there is no cell of the coverage area for any single moving AP, where they cooperatively communicate to vehicular users in a similar cell-less way as described in [11] . Some advantages of this access scheme are listed below. 1) Fewer handovers and outages. When the selected moving APs move together with the vehicle users at the similar speed along the road, it is possible to maintain the available links between them for longer durations than between vehicle users and fixed BSs, thus reducing frequent handovers and outages. To be specific, most of the handovers will be soft handovers due to cooperative communications, and other unavoidable handovers will be replaced by D2D communications between vehicle users or accesses to fixed 5G BSs.
2) Lower latency. Compared to accessing to fixed 5G BSs or D2D multi-hop communications that require extra time, there will be much less latency when vehicle users in a local area communicate with each other by accessing to nearby moving APs.
3) Better connectivity. 5G moving-AP-based cell-less accessing can provide better connectivity than fixed-BS-based accessing or D2D-based multihop transmissions for two reasons.
That is, accessing to fixed BSs will cause frequent handovers of vehicle users, whereas multihop D2D communications may increase the outage probability while increasing the hops of transmissions. 4) More balanced loads. Because the moving APs are selected from vehicles heading in the same direction on the road, the density of moving APs will increase along with an increase in the density of vehicular users in the congested road. Then the data traffic loads at moving APs will be more balanced than accessing to fixed BSs.
In the scheme above, to perform joint transmission and reception, one of the critical factors is how to build the backhaul links between adjacent moving APs [14] . A feasible approach is to cooperating APs. In case that it is hard to establish stable backhaul links with sufficient data rate among the moving APs, backhaul links between the 5G fixed BSs and moving APs will be used to transmit control information and data for the cooperative communications. For the coordination and scheduling management of backhaul links among the moving APs, local software-defined cloudlets need to be deployed to manage the moving APs in a particular local area. To be specific, the candidate cloudlet controllers are deployed together with some of the moving APs, and among them, the effective cloudlet controllers will be selected dynamically.
The 5G core network tier consists of the backbone network and the traditional fixed BSs that are connected to the backbone network. To support the proposed moving-AP-based scheme, the mobility management entity of the 5G network should be responsible for the mobility management of both the mobile user terminals and the moving APs. The cloudlet controllers in the medium moving AP tier will play a vital role to help the mobility management entity of the core network to oversee the mobility in the whole network.
There are several approaches for those vehicles acting as moving APs to transmit their own information. One of the approaches is to transmit their information by using extra transceivers if they have. Another one is a virtual software-only approach, in which a virtual vehicle user terminal is implemented inside the AP to always access the AP itself for information transmission.
B. Transmission Modeling for Various Cases of Peer-to-peer Communications
Vehicle users usually transmit information to other vehicle users not far away from them, for example, vehicle security information shall be forwarded among vehicle users within a local area typically. It means that the communication peers are only a few of hops away from each other, even if there is no direct link between them. In 5G cell-less VNET based on vehicle-installed moving APs, the transmissions in peer-to-peer communications can be typically modeled as the several scenarios, as shown in Figure 3 .
The case (a) in Figure 3 
IV. CONNECTIVITY AND LATENCY

A. Selection Scheme of Moving APs
For analyzing the performance of the proposed 5G cell-less VNET scheme, it is necessary to determine the spatial distribution characteristic of the vehicle-installed moving APs, which is indeed decided by the moving AP selection methods employed. The moving AP selection schemes can be classified into three kinds, including the predefined selection, independent random selection, and cooperative selection schemes.
The simplest moving AP selection scheme is the predefined moving AP selection scheme.
By this selection scheme, moving APs are deployed on some of the intentionally selected vehicles beforehand. Compared to the ordinary vehicle users, the moving APs should have higher transmission power and reception sensitivity, which can be achieved by deploying powerful onboard units on some of the vehicles. For simplicity in performance analysis, the pre-deployed moving APs can be regarded as independent and randomly distributed in the vehicles. Then it is reasonable to assume that the moving APs also follow a Poisson point process. The predefined moving AP selection method is easy to implement, and there is no overhead for selection in run-time. However, this predefined selection method cannot adapt to the constantly changing traffic situation and communication demands.
Compared to the predefined selection scheme, the independent random selection scheme and the cooperative selection scheme can adapt to the actual traffic situation. In the independent random selection scheme, vehicles need not exchange information with one another for the selection. According to a certain probability, every vehicle that is capable of acting as a moving AP decides independently to be a moving AP or not. This selection scheme is straightforward and easy to implement, and it does not require additional communication and computing overhead.
Similar to the predefined selection scheme, for simplicity, we can assume the candidate vehicles follow a Poisson point process in the performance analysis. In this way, it leads to a thinned Poisson point process for the distribution of the moving APs. This assumption makes it easy to analyze the performance of the VNETs owing to the tractability of Poisson point process.
Considering uncertain distributions of the vehicles and varied communication demands in the real scenario, the independent random selection will not be the better choice than cooperative selection schemes for moving APs. In cooperative selection schemes, vehicles exchange information with other vehicles to decide or elect moving APs. According to the selection manner for the moving APs, the cooperative selection schemes for moving APs can be divided into two categories that are centralized selection schemes and decentralized selection schemes. For the centralized selection schemes, a centered controller of the global or local area collects all the necessary information from vehicles and then decides which vehicles are chosen as the moving APs. One of the feasible methods to realize a centralized selection scheme is to form vehicles as local moving software-defined cloudlets. If a software-defined cloudlet controller is deployed on a vehicle, it will be responsible for assigning local moving APs, and act as a moving AP itself as well. On the contrary, in decentralized selection schemes, all the candidate vehicles exchange information and operate equally to select moving APs. The selection will be organized in a manner of distributed election or broadcasting competition. Apparently, there are high overheads for exchanging information while selecting the moving APs, which also bring a great challenge for the strict latency requirement in VNETs. One of the possible approaches to reduce the communication overheads is the RSU-assisted selection. The RSUs, which are connected to each other by high-speed backbone networks, can exchange information efficiently so that they can possess the location and velocity information of vehicles.
Whichever cooperative selection scheme is chosen, there are many selection strategies available for adopting. For simple examples, in this article, we consider the real locations of vehicles, and then evenly choose the moving APs over the balanced distance or an equal number of mediate vehicles between two adjacent moving APs. To be specific, we investigate the following three kinds of simple selection strategies. 1) Independent random decision strategy. In this strategy, every vehicle independently decides if or not it will become an AP according to a given probability. It is a simple strategy without any extra communication overhead.
2) Sequence-based selection strategy. Vehicles are assigned sequential number according to the order of their locations on the road. The moving APs will be selected from the vehicles according to a given selecting ratio. For instance, if the selecting ratio is 0.1, one moving AP will be sequentially selected from every ten vehicles. This strategy is simple and requires low communication overhead for counting the sequential numbers by exchanging information with the adjacent vehicles. This approach will help precisely balance the load of the moving APs, and improve the connectivity for dense vehicles in a local area.
3) Distance-based selection strategy. In this strategy, the moving APs are selected spatially evenly over distance, so that the coverage ranges of every moving AP are comparable.
The goal of the strategy is to improve the coverage range on the road. The distance-based selection strategy requires higher communication overheads than the sequence-based one, because it needs to exchange location data besides sequential information.
The above strategies are simple yet workable. They can be performed by the vehicles in a distributed manner, and also can be carried out by a local software-defined cloudlet controller.
Some complicated strategies, such as the auction-based selection and distributed competition, can be further considered as well.
B. Connectivity to Moving APs
The connectivity of 5G moving-AP-based cell-less communications can be evaluated from three aspects, including the connectivity probability that vehicle users can access to moving APs, the probability that vehicle users can access to the network by D2D links, and the probability that vehicle users can access to nearby fixed 5G BSs. In this article, we focus on the connectivity probability that vehicle users can access to moving APs. Figure 4 shows the relationship between the connectivity probabilities and the moving AP selection probability, as independent random decision strategy is adopted. It can be seen that for accessing to both cooperative APs and a non-cooperative AP, the connectivity probabilities increase as the moving AP selection probability increases. That is, a higher density of moving APs makes it easier for the vehicle users to access to the network. Furthermore, it is observed that the connectivity probabilities approach a floor, where it is not always beneficial to increase the moving AP selection probability. It means that the density of moving APs needs to be properly designed to reach a balance between the connectivity and the corresponding energy consumption and costs. Figure 5 shows the relationship between the downlink connectivity probability that a vehicle user can directly access to a moving AP, or APs by cooperative communications, and the SINR threshold of the reception at the vehicle user. In the simulation, we compare three kinds of the moving AP selection strategies, including the independent random decision, sequence-based selection, and distance-based selection. In all the scenarios for these three strategies, we choose indicate that the distance-based moving AP selection strategy and the sequence-based selection strategy outperform the independent random decision strategy. The distance-based strategy is aimed at the extending the spatial coverage along the road, and the sequence-based one is designed to balance load and leads to more moving APs selected among locally dense vehicle users than sparse users. Selection depending on the real distribution of the vehicles is the reason that both of them are better than the selection strategy by totally random decision. Following the same configurations as in Figure 4 and 5, Figure 6 shows the relationship between the average number of hops between two vehicle peers and their distance under both cases of using moving-AP-based access scheme and using only multi-hop D2D links. In the moving-AP-based access scheme, we compare the average hops for the case of accessing to cooperative moving APs to the case of accessing to non-cooperative moving APs. It can be seen that with an increase in the distance between peers, the average number of hops of the moving-AP-based scheme is much smaller than the D2D-only-based one. The average number of hops between end users by accessing to cooperative moving AP is always lower than accessing to non-cooperative moving APs. Furthermore, when the distance between two communicating vehicle peers is less than 500 m, it is observed that the average number of hops of the moving-AP-based scheme between them is between 2 and 3. It is owing to the various transmission models, especially in case (b), as discussed in Figure 3 .
V. FUTURE CHALLENGES
Although performance gains in terms of latency and connectivity can be expected, the 5G moving-AP-based cell-less VNETs also face many challenges. Some future challenges are listed below.
1) In the future 5G VNETs, the interference and routing issues caused by the heterogeneity of the 5G networks will be major challenges. Using 5G technologies in VNETs will lead to interference with the common 5G networks in the same areas. Considering the heterogeneous 5G networks consist of various radio technologies, when the vehicle users move on the road and communicate with the moving APs, they will encounter fast-changing and complicated interference from the fixed 5G networks near the road. Especially in the future 5G ultra-dense networks, the mobility of the vehicle users become major concerns for evaluating and eliminating interference. On the other side, the moving AP will also cause severe interference to the ordinary users associated to BSs along the road. Besides interference, the mobility of the vehicle users and the heterogeneity and ultra-density of 5G networks can also cause serious routing issues. The transmission path should be determined over rapid-changing topology and across the different heterogeneous network tiers. Although the cell-less manner access alleviates the routing problems, how to choose the optimal transmission path from the source moving AP to the destination moving AP is still a performance-critical issue. 3) The application of new technologies, such as VLC and millimeter wave transmissions, will bring new technical challenges to 5G moving-AP-based cell-less VNETs. Intuitively, VLC is suitable for vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications where modulatable LED lights can be used to replace the traditional vehicle lights easily, thus providing a much higher data rate than other rivals [15] . However, when many vehicles move along the road, and one of them tries to communicate with one another using the VLC technology, it very likely receives the light interference from the vehicles after or in front of it, and the vehicles running on the middle way of the communications peers probably block the transmitted signal. Then how to maintain VLC links over the rapidly changed environment is an important issue that remains to be investigated in the future. Similarly, although millimeter wave transmissions can provide significantly high-rate communication links in line-of-sight situations, they suffer from noise and propagation loss in air. Therefore, the transmission performance of millimeter wave communications in such environment remains to be investigated. 4) Application-awareness is also required in future 5G moving-AP-based cell-less VNETs.
Many vehicular applications tend to send broadcasting information, such as the traffic accident information that should be received by all the nearby vehicles as soon as possible, while some other vehicle applications tend to send unicasting or multicasting information such as the entertainment data. Depending on the specific application requirements, the application-aware VNETs would better provide broadcasting and multicasting services besides the unicasting one, such that huge duplicated transmissions can be avoided. To realize such application-aware VNET services, some cross-layer protocols need to be designed for the future 5G moving-AP-based cell-less VNETs.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The access network technology is very critical in VNETs, which is a decisive performance fac- 
